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1. Introduction
SquadSwap emerges as a trailblazer in the DEX space, providing users with a feature-rich and
community-driven platform. With its strong focus on governance, utility, and user engagement,
SquadSwap is poised to revolutionize the decentralized exchange landscape, empowering
users to participate in the future of finance.

SquadSwap Overview
SquadSwap is revolutionizing the decentralized exchange (DEX) landscape with its innovative
platform. Built by the Squads Community, SquadSwap offers users a wide array of features and
utilities. The platform operates using its native token, $SQUAD, which serves as a medium of
exchange and holds significant governance power within the ecosystem.

Token Information
Token Name: Squad ($SQUAD)
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000
90% - Emission Supply
5% - ISE participants
1% - Squad Holder ISE Bonus
1% - Squad Holder Airdrop (1 year after ISE)
1% - Squad Treasury
1% - Dev Fund
0.5%- LP Bootstrap
0.5%- Referral Program

2. Token Distribution and Allocation

Initial Supply
The initial supply of Squad tokens is set at 1,000,000,000 $SQUAD, providing a solid foundation
for the platform's growth and development.

Emission Supply
To incentivize platform usage and community engagement, 90% of the total supply
(900,000,000 $SQUAD) will be distributed over time through various mechanisms. This
emission supply ensures a fair and sustainable distribution of tokens.

Initial Swap Event (ISE)
To jumpstart the platform, 5% of the total supply (50,000,000 $SQUAD) will be allocated for the
Initial Swap Event (ISE). During this event, participants can swap $CAKE for $SQUAD over a
7-day period, further enhancing liquidity and participation.



Squad Holder ISE Bonus
In recognition of early supporters and contributors, 1% of the total supply (10,000,000 $SQUAD)
will be allocated as a bonus to all ISE participants that hold a Squad. Distributed proportionally
based on ISE contribution.

Squads Holder Airdrop
Also, in recognition of early supporters and contributors, 1% of the total supply (10,000,000
$SQUAD) will be allocated for airdrop to PancakeSquad holders. This airdrop is a token of
gratitude for their commitment to this ecosystem. Airdrop will commence in February 2024 and
will be spread out over 12 months to all Squad NFT holders who held it for the entirety of the
previous month. Holders will have one month to claim. Any unclaimed tokens will be sent to
Squad Treasury and Dev Fund.

Squad Treasury
To ensure the sustainable growth and development of the ecosystem, 1% of total tokens supply
will be allocated to the Squad Treasury. The DAO manages this treasury, utilizing the funds for
the benefit of the community.

Dev Fund
To support ongoing development efforts, 1% of total tokens supply will be allocated to the Dev
Fund. This fund serves as a resource for continuous innovation and improvement of the
SquadSwap platform.

LP BootStrap
Bootstrapping the initial liquidity pool on a DEX is crucial for creating a healthy trading
environment, encouraging adoption, promoting market efficiency, and ensuring a positive user
experience. 0.5% of the supply (5,000,000 $SQUAD) will be used to bootstrap the initial
$SQUAD/$CAKE liquidity pool.

Referral Program
The SquadSwap referral program plays a crucial role in expanding the community. Participants
have the opportunity to earn tokens through referrals. 0.5% of the supply (5,000,000 $SQUAD)
will be being distributed through this program. Unclaimed amount will be sent to Squad
Treasury.

3. Governance and Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO)

Pre and Post ISE Governance
Following the ISE, the Squad Airdrop becomes claimable, allowing participants to access their
allocated tokens. Additionally, $CAKE received from the ISE will be sent to the Squad Treasury,



further enhancing the financial resources available to the DAO.

DAO Functions
The DAO exercises governance and decision-making authority within the SquadSwap
ecosystem. It plays a crucial role in determining treasury fund usage, major changes to the
platform, and the introduction and implementation of proposals. The community actively
participates in the DAO by proposing and voting on initiatives, while the committee ensures
efficient execution.

Community and Committee Involvement
To foster community engagement, the committee plays a vital role in the DAO. Committee
members are responsible for introducing, reviewing, and voting on proposals, as well as signing
multi-sig transactions. The initial liquidity pool of $100k in $SQUAD/$CAKE pairs will bootstrap
the platform, ensuring a vibrant and robust ecosystem.

4. DAO Voting and Decision-Making
The DAO serves as the primary decision-making body within the SquadSwap ecosystem. It is
responsible for overseeing major changes, determining fund usage, and ensuring the platform's
long-term success. The committee, comprising nominated individuals such as Kushed, A R, and
Baza, plays a significant role in proposing and implementing changes, safeguarding the
interests of the community.

5. Utility and Use Cases
SquadSwap offers a comprehensive suite of features and utilities, empowering users to
leverage the full potential of decentralized finance (DeFi). These include:

White Label DEX and Swap
SquadSwap provides White Label DEX to partner projects. Enabling 3rd party projects to create
their own decentralized exchanges, with their own native pairs, staking pools, and collect fees
from supported pairs. Giving White Label partners ability and flexibility to customize the trading
experience that is tailored for their user base.

Shared Liquidity
Through Shared Liquidity Pools (SLP), partner projects can access a wide range of SquadSwap
Native Farm pairs to add to their own DEX, in process, sharing liquidity and fees. This shared
liquidity promotes a vibrant and liquid trading environment with minimal price impact for traders,
regardless which partner platform they use.

Farms, Farm Boosters, and Staking
SquadSwap incorporates farming, farm boosters, and staking mechanisms, allowing users to
earn rewards by providing liquidity and staking their tokens.

Liquid Staking



The platform enables users to benefit from the advantages of liquid staking, unlocking liquidity
while maintaining their staking positions.

3rd Party Integrations
3rd party integrations further enhance the ecosystem, providing users with a seamless
experience.

IFO and Farm Auction
SquadSwap facilitates Initial Farm Offerings (IFOs) and farm auctions, enabling token issuers to
raise funds and engage with the community in a fair and transparent manner.

Revenue Sharing, NFT Boost, and Trading Rewards
Through revenue sharing, NFT boosts, and trading rewards, SquadSwap incentivizes active
participation and rewards users for their contributions to the ecosystem.

Prediction Market, Lottery, and Games
SquadSwap incorporates prediction markets, lotteries, and games, offering users additional
avenues for engagement and potential rewards.

Rain/Tip Bot and DEX Tools
The Rain/Tip Bot feature allows users to distribute tokens to the community, fostering a spirit of
generosity and collaboration. Additionally, SquadSwap provides a range of DEX tools to
empower users in their trading activities.

6. Fee Structure
SquadSwap operates on a sustainable fee structure, with a 0.2% swap fee applied to
transactions on the platform. The fee distribution is as follows:

20% to Squad Holders
20% to LP Providers
20% Burned
20% to Traders
20% to Dev Fund Treasury

This balanced fee allocation ensures that various stakeholders within the ecosystem benefit
from the platform's growth and success.

7. Committee Nominees

The committee nominees, Kushed, A R, Baza, and Savage, bring their expertise and knowledge
to the SquadSwap ecosystem. They play an integral role in introducing, reviewing, and voting
on proposals, as well as signing multi-sig transactions, thereby shaping the future direction of
the platform.


